Promoter Contract
This contract is between ~Desert*Girlz~ &____________________________________________________________________and is
valid from

to

(PRINT NAME)
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A. Recruiters Lists:
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3.

Are used to recruit models, dancers, affiliates, events, members, and discount card purchasers.
We will provide you with an E-Recruiters List and you may print them as needed. If you do not have
access to a printer, it is your responsibility to tell us that you need printed copies of them, as well as
when you need more.
If you are in need of printed copies of the Recruiters List, Flyers, Business Cards, ETC… please contact
our Director of Operations , Chris @ 602-710-4492 / LucidChris@desertgirlz.com
Recruiters list are used to keep track of what to pay each promoter. When affiliates sign up, discount
cards are purchased, or an event purchases our promotion, we check our database to see which
promoter referred them to ~Desert*Girlz~ and you get paid! If you have affiliates, events, or
members who want discount cards that are not on your recruiter list, it is solely your responsibility to
be sure that we are aware that you are the promoter that referred them, in order to receive credit.
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2.

Will be distributed once every two weeks for everything(affiliates, discount cards, guest lists, &
promotion)
Please contact our Director of Operations, Chris @ 602-710-4492 / LucidChris@desertgirlz.com for up to
date information on when your next payment will be received.
Here is a list of how much you will be paid:
Affiliate Sign-Ups: $10/Sign up
Event Promotion: $10/Event
Discount Cards: 10% of purchase price per card YOU sold
Guest lists: $1/person on your guest list that ATTENDED event
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B. Compensation:

C. Affiliates:
The cost to become an affiliate is only $60/year and includes, their Ad-Banner on desertgirlz.com, their
contact information in our directory, events in our calendar, access to work with our models/dancers &
constant promotion of their business. Promotions include, our ladies handing out their flyers/business cards at
ALL events we attend & distributing them to our affiliates (I.e. tattoo shops, clothing stores, etc...) for display
as well as online promotions through all of our promoters/models. Affiliates are a great and easy way for you
to earn big bucks. All you need to do is persuade businesses of any kind to advertise/promote with
~Desert*Girlz~ as well as honor our discount cards!

Initials: ____

D. Events:
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We offer, at no cost, any event to be added to our calendar. We do this so that our members are capable of seeing
what is going on around the city! Any events you know of that are not already in our calendar, please get their EFlyer and all information (date, time, location & what is going on there) to our Director of Operations, Chris @ 602710-4492 / LucidChris@desertgirlz.com and he will update the calendar! If you would like to earn money from
events you need to contact the events creator and discuss with them hiring us for promotions. Promotions include,
our ladies handing out their flyers/business cards at ALL events we attend & distributing them to our affiliates (I.e.
tattoo shops, clothing stores, etc...) for display as well as online promotions through all of our promoters/models.
The cost of this service is $60/event.
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E. Discount Cards:
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Discount cards offer our members discounts and special offers from clubs/events/affiliates. We have affiliates
that operate businesses of all kinds including, restaurants, beauty shops, tire shops, clothing stores, and many
more!!! We will be offering two levels of discount cards, the lower level one will be cheaper and will have a
lower level of discount (i.e. 10% off as compared to 75% off), the higher level card will be slightly more
expensive but with better discounts! Each discount card will be good for one year from the time of purchase
and will honor all discounts added before and after purchase date. It is your job to let members know of the
two different levels; once the cards are released we will have a comparison chart for the two. You also need to
let affiliates know of the two different levels as well as the fact that they are not required to honor the
discount cards but that it is a great promotion tool for their business! The more affiliates we have the more
discounts we can offer our members. All promoters/models/dancers will be able to receive one discount card
for their personal use at half off retail price. This will probably be the easiest way to rake in the cash because
you can sell these cards to ANYBODY!!!

Initials: ____
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F. Guest Lists:
Guest lists are to be submitted by 6:30pm the day of the event on the ~Desert*Girlz~ calendar located @
www.desertgirlz.webs.com then by clicking on the calendar page. After going to the calendar page you will
need to find the day that the event is on and then find the event you need to put a name on. Please put your
promoter name and under that put the full names of everybody on your guest list. We will collect them
accordingly and send them off to the appropriate places so we can all get paid! If you cannot get to a
computer to submit your guest list, you may text 602-710-4492 or 602-544-6513 and we will have it taken
care of for you! Please only do this if you absolutely cannot get to a computer. Another option for submitting
names to your guest lists is to have your guests go to the calendar page and put their full name and your
promoter name in the appropriate place. PLEASE make sure you remind them to put your promoter name as
well, we cannot pay you if we are not made aware that it was your guest! You also need to be sure that your
guests are aware that when they get to the club they need to say they are on ~Desert*Girlz~ guest list, NOT
your promoter name. Your promoter name is only to be used to submit their name to us.
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G. Signatures:
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I certify that I have read this document and I fully understand its content. I am aware that this is a contract and
I sign it of my own free will. I also certify that I am 18 years of age or older at the time of signing this contract
and am legally capable of entering into said contract. I am also aware that I must notify ~Desert*Girlz~ in
writing to Kendra DesertGirlz, P.O. Box 83122 Phoenix, Arizona 85071, If I desire to resign from my promoter
position. Notification must be received 30 days prior to desired date of resignation or you may send
th
notification in and promote for 30 days. On the 30 day your position will be terminated and within one week
your final payment will be disbursed.
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After reading through this contract and signing please contact our Director of Operations, Chris @ 602-7104492 / LucidChris@desertgirlz.com to submit your contract.

Signature of Promoter:

Date:

Signature of Desert Girlz Representative:

Date:

Signature of Witness:

Date:

Contact Number_____________________
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Email_______________________________________
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